Chairman Boustany, Ranking Member Doggett, and members of the Committee, thank you for inviting me to testify on this important topic.

My name is Douglas Besharov, and I am a Senior Fellow at the Atlantic Council, where I conduct research on international competitiveness and comparative domestic policy. I am also a professor at the University of Maryland School of Public Policy, where I teach courses on poverty alleviation and program evaluation. I also direct our Welfare Reform Academy (WRA) and our Center for International Policy Exchanges (CIPE).

The Financial Crisis and subsequent recession of 2007–2009 have left many economic problems in their wake. One of the most worrisome has been a weak labor market—with high levels of joblessness (though not technically “unemployment”) and declining wages—that shows little indication of more than modest improvement for some time to come. Other developed countries have been grappling with these same issues and I have been asked to describe the policies they have implemented in response. (I will do so on the basis of ongoing projects at the Atlantic Council and the University of Maryland.)
Declining labor force participation

Post-recession unemployment has finally fallen from its high of 10 percent in October 2009 to a welcome decline to about 5.0 percent at this writing. But the unemployment rate is only one measure of the labor market’s health, and other indicators continue to be worrisome.

• **More long-term unemployment.** In October 2015, about 25.8 percent of the unemployed had been without a job for six months (down from a high of about 45 percent in September 2011, the highest since World War II) compared to about 11.4 percent in 2000.¹

• **Less employment.** In August 2015,² only about 68.9 percent of working age Americans (ages 16-64) were actually employed (compared to its high of about 74.1 percent in 2000). Some attribute this decrease to the growth in the number of Americans attending college and retiring early. However, the pattern is also true for Americans in their “prime” working age (ages 25-54). Between January 2000 and October 2015, the percent of employed Americans of prime working age declined from about 81.8 percent to about 77.2 percent.³

• **More part-time employment.** In August 2015, only about 79 percent of those of working age were working full-time (compared to about 81 percent in 2007, before the beginning of the economic downturn).⁴ Between August 2007 and August 2015, the number of full-time workers slightly declined (from about 118.8 million to about 117.1 million), while the number of part-time workers increased from about 22.4 million to about 23.8 million.⁵ The number of individuals working part-time either because they were unable to find full-time work or because of “slack work or business conditions”⁶ increased by about 1.8 million over this period (from about 4.4 million to about 6.2 million), or about 41 percent.⁷


²Data from the most recent month of the CPS are not yet available for working age individuals.


⁴Full-time workers include those who worked thirty-five or more hours a week, worked part-time for noneconomic reasons but who usually work full-time, did not work in a week but who usually work full time, and worked full time but usually work part time for economic reasons.

⁵Authors’ calculations from U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey.


⁷Authors’ calculations from U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey.


- **Stagnant wages.** Wages were also weak, although that depends on the period measured. The 2014 median hourly wage was $17.09, roughly the same as 2001’s $17.11.\(^8\) (Total median compensation might be modestly higher if fringe benefits are included.)\(^9\) Another measure, average weekly earnings, seems to show more progress. Between October 2007 and October 2015, average weekly earnings increased from about $24.23 to $25.20.

- **Less job seeking.** Although unemployment rates have slowly inched downward, so have the number of people *looking for jobs*, resulting in a decline in the labor force participation, that is, those looking for a job as well as in a job.) In August 2015, the labor force participation rate was only about 72.3 percent (compared to its high of about 77.6 percent in January 1999).\(^10\) About 5.2 million working age Americans (about 2.5 percent) did not have a job and were not looking for one (even as they said they wanted one). That took them out of the “labor force,” and, hence, not officially “unemployed.”\(^11\)

All told, in August 2015, about 68.8 million Americans of working age were underemployed (about 6.1 million), unemployed (about 4.6 million), or out of the labor force (about 55.8 million); that is about 33.7 percent of the population. In that same month, there were about 31.8 million Americans of *prime working age* who were underemployed (about 3.6 million), unemployed (about 3.9 million), or out of the labor force (about 24.3 million) or about 25.4 percent of this segment of the population.\(^12\) (See figures 1 and 2.)

---


\(^10\)Authors’ calculations from U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey.

\(^11\)“Unemployment” is defined by the federal government as being without a job and also looking for one.

\(^12\)Authors’ calculations from U.S. Census Bureau, Current Population Survey.
Figure 1
Enrollment in Select U.S. Cash and Noncash Government Programs 2000-2014

Figure 2
Employment/Population Ratio United States by Sex 1970-2014

Note: All data are from most recent year available
Starting in the 1970s, many European countries experienced similarly worrisome declines in employment and labor force participation. Across the original fifteen members of the European Union (EU-15), between 1970 and 1982, the percentage of the population employed fell from about 61 percent to about 57.8 percent (before beginning a slow increase). For men, the decline was much longer and steeper, from about 83.7 percent in 1970 to about 70.5 percent in 1994. The labor force participation of individuals of working age increased from about 62.1 percent to about 67.6 percent during this period, but only because more women were entering the labor force. For men, the labor force participation rate declined from about 85.2 percent to about 78.5 percent. At the same time, in most countries, new highs were reached in the percent of the population receiving government benefits from unemployment, disability, and social assistance programs.

In response, a growing number of developed countries introduced policy reforms aimed at “activating” the recipients of safety net benefits who might be able to work, that is, requiring them to perform work-related activities while receiving benefits. (The US welfare reforms of the 1990s were an early part of this movement, but since then, some other developed countries have made more fundamental reforms to their labor activation policies.) Since the 1990s, one country after another has modified its safety net programs, as described in this policy brief. The countries that made the most extensive changes are Australia, Denmark, Germany, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and, to a lesser extent, Austria, Finland, France, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Norway, Spain, and Sweden. These countries made both substantive changes (tightening eligibility, limiting the duration of benefit receipt, and mandating job search and other work-first activities) and administrative changes (consolidating programs, decentralizing authority, outsourcing services, and incentivizing systems of financing and reimbursement). The key aspects of the changes can be summarized under three overarching themes:

- **Synchronizing benefits** across safety-net programs to facilitate seamless benefit receipt over time as well as activation efforts, so that, as individuals were time-limited off UI and Disability programs, they were transitioned to cash welfare or subsistence programs;

- **Encouraging work** by embedding coordinated activation requirements, phase outs and time limits on benefits (before transfers to other programs), and workforce development services in most major safety-net programs and, when possible, by reducing high marginal tax rates and other disincentives to work; and

---

13 Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.


15 Many, but not all, of these changes were discussed at a joint University of Maryland/OECD conference titled “Labour Activation in a Time of High Unemployment” held at the OECD headquarters in Paris, France on November 14–15, 2011.
Decentralizing authority while strengthening accountability in order to facilitate programmatic innovation and experimentation within ongoing performance measurement systems, often operated using performance-based funding mechanisms.

(See table 1.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Tighten eligibility (income or categorical)</th>
<th>Limit duration of full benefits (reduce or end)</th>
<th>Require work-first activities</th>
<th>Consolidate/synchronize programs</th>
<th>Devolve authority</th>
<th>Outsource services (privatization)</th>
<th>Incentive systems of financing and reimbursement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>UI, D, W</td>
<td>UI, W</td>
<td>UI, W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>UI, W</td>
<td>UI, D</td>
<td>UI, D</td>
<td>UI, D, W</td>
<td></td>
<td>D, W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>UI, W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td>UI</td>
<td>UI, W</td>
<td>UI, W</td>
<td>UI, W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UI, W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>UI, D</td>
<td>UI, D</td>
<td>W</td>
<td></td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UI, D, W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>UI, D</td>
<td>UI, D, W</td>
<td>UI, D, W</td>
<td></td>
<td>UI, W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Between 1994 and 2008, the employment population ratio in the EU-15 increased dramatically from about 60.0 percent to about 67.5 percent. The rate subsequently fell during the economic crisis and in 2014 was about 65.9 percent, or about 9.8 percent higher than in 1994. Similarly, the overall labor force participation of the EU-15 continued to rise (even during the economic downturn) up to about 73.8 in 2014. As with the 1970-1994 period, the increase in the labor force participation rate was driven by more women joining the labor force. However, unlike the 1970-1994 period, the labor force participation rate for men has slightly increased, from about 78.5 percent to about 79.4 percent. Some countries, such as Germany and the United Kingdom, have experienced more substantial increases in the male labor force participation rate over the last five or ten years.

Few of the more recent policy changes have been rigorously evaluated. However, there is some evidence from econometric and time series evaluations that tend to show that these policies can have a positive effect on lowering long-term recipients and increasing labor force participation. The OECD, for example, examined the unemployment data for countries with “strong activation approaches” (Australia, Austria, Denmark, New Zealand, Norway, Switzerland and the United Kingdom) during the recent economic downturn and found that, while unemployment rates increased, they stayed “below former peaks.” In addition, the OECD’s review of the literature finds both historical and current examples of the implementation of activation programs during times of high unemployment lowering the receipt of unemployment benefits and increasing employment. For example, although caseloads began to decline before Germany’s reform of its unemployment assistance social assistance programs and the Netherlands’s reform of its disability program, the declines in both countries persisted and did not revert upward to previous levels with the onset of the Financial Crisis in 2007 (see figures 3, 4, and 5).

---


Figure 3
Employment/Population Ratios in the US and EU-15
1979-2014

Figure 4
Employment/Population Ratio EU-15 by Sex
1970-2014
Figure 5
Employment/Population Ratios in Germany 1979-2014
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A word of warning from the World Bank, however. A World Bank review of labor activation programs concludes: “that well-designed policies can have a positive impact on employment outcomes for participants, but that many existing policies have in fact failed to prove effective or cost efficient.” Moreover, the changes seem to enjoy reasonable political acceptance from the left and right. If not initially, over time. And they seem to have maintained the essentials of that nation’s safety-net.

Hence, it is worthwhile reviewing what these countries have done to adjust their safety nets to encourage labor force participation at a time of labor market weakness. It is not that their programs should be simply transplanted here; there are surely too many economic, social, and political differences for that to be possible, let alone make sense. But just as certainly, the general approaches they adopted are worthy of consideration.

---

Appendix
European Social Welfare Program Area Changes

Encouraging work-related activities ("activation") for those receiving social benefits

Over the past two decades, many OECD countries have instituted labor activation requirements in their unemployment insurance and cash welfare ("social assistance") programs and other countries are contemplating making similar changes. These policies (including time limits, phase outs, work-related activities, and suitable job provisions) are all designed to encourage recipients to move off of unemployment insurance and into employment sooner than they might otherwise do. This is generally done by either reducing or ending benefits, or by requiring recipients to participate in activities that can help find employment or that can make employment seem preferable.

Denmark. Between 1994 and 2010, Denmark reduced the maximum number of years that persons could receive unemployment benefits (from seven years to two years), after which they are transferred to social assistance and receive lower benefits. It also added requirements that recipients must participate in activation activities (job search and job counseling, job training, or subsidized employment) for at least a month for every six months of benefit receipt and also attend quarterly interviews with Public Employment Service staff to discuss their job search activities. It also reduced the time after initial receipt of benefits that recipients are required to begin participating in activation programs (from fifty-two weeks to thirteen weeks for those under thirty, and from fifty-two weeks to thirty-six weeks for those thirty and older), and added partial and full benefit sanctions for noncompliance (depending on the degree of noncompliance). After two years, recipients are transferred to the social assistance program.

During this same period of time, Denmark made a number of changes to its social assistance program by requiring recipients of social assistance to participate in activation programs, including job counseling, job training, and subsidized employment; establishing a time period for when recipients are required to be participating in activation programs (after thirteen weeks of receipt for those younger than thirty and after nine months of receipt for those thirty and older); adding a requirement that parents in two-parent households must each have worked 450 hours in the previous two years to remain eligible for benefits, and reducing the amount of social assistance benefits for married couples and recipients under twenty-five if they have received benefits for longer than six months.

Activation programs include job counseling (with as skills assessments), job training (either placement in public or private programs for those who lack qualifications or skills), and subsidized employment (either

---

public or private and typically used as on-the-job training to retrain or upgrade skills).  

*France.* In 2009, France replaced its existing social assistance scheme (a combination of a single parent allowance and “minimum insertion income”) with the *Revenu de Solidarité Active* (RSA), which “represents a stronger emphasis on obligations (on part of the recipient) and a higher benefit for those who have been combining benefits with low-paid work.”

The RSA emphasizes work and work-related activities through incentives and requirements. Under the previous cash welfare scheme, earnings above a certain threshold led to a complete loss of cash welfare benefits. Under the RSA, benefits are only reduced by 38 cents for each additional dollar earned up to a maximum monthly income of about 1,300 euros for single parents with one child, and about 2,200 euros for a couple with two children (a structure that is similar to the US Earned Income Tax Credit).

New RSA recipients are now subject to work and work-related activities requirements. Recipients must meet with local government councils that are responsible for the training and support of RSA recipients for assessments on their ability to work. The local councils determine if the recipients are to be placed on the “employment path” or the “social path.” The “employment path” is for those recipients who are deemed capable of work. They are assigned either to the local *Pole Emploi* (Public Employment Service) or to another organization that will provide them with activation services (such as job training). The “social path” is for those recipients who are deemed not ready for employment, and they are provided services, including family counseling and mental health services, to assist them in becoming ready for work.

The recipients who are assigned to the *Pole Emploi* are obligated to search for suitable employment, with an increasingly restrictive set of rules on the jobs they may consider unsuitable (and therefore refuse). In the first three months of assistance, recipients may reject employment opportunities that pay less than their previous job. Between three and six months, they may reject employment opportunities that pay less than 95 percent of their previous jobs. Between six and twelve months, they may reject employment opportunities that pay less than 85 percent of their previous job. After twelve months, however, they may only reject employment opportunities that pay less than their current RSA benefit.

If recipients fail to appear at the *Pole Emploi*, fail to accept suitable employment, or fail to meet the work-related requirements set by another organization to which they may be assigned, the local councils may either reduce or suspend their recipients’ RSA benefits until they are in compliance.

According to government reports, the process of implementation of the RSA’s activation requirements

---


and sanctions at the local level is still incomplete and program improvement efforts are ongoing.\textsuperscript{26}

Germany. In the early- to mid-2000s, Germany’s “Hartz reforms” formally linked its UI and social assistance programs so that, after one year on UI, recipients are transferred to social assistance.

Prior to the Hartz reforms, Germany had two forms of unemployment benefits: “unemployment insurance” and “unemployment assistance.” “Unemployment insurance” was for workers who had paid into the unemployment insurance fund for a minimum of twelve months. Workers were eligible to receive benefits for up to thirty-two months at a replacement rate of 67 percent of their previous wages. Workers who reached the thirty-two month time limit were eligible to receive “unemployment assistance” which had no time limit but a replacement rate of 57 percent of their prior wages.\textsuperscript{27}

The Hartz reforms created a two-step and two-tiered program for unemployment and social assistance benefits:

- Unemployment Benefits I (UB I), under which the unemployed who have paid into the unemployment insurance fund for twelve of the previous twenty-four months receive benefits for up to one year, with the benefits replacing about 67 percent of previous net income;
- Unemployment Benefits II (UB II), under which the able-bodied low-income, and UB I recipients who have reached their time limits receive benefits. These benefits are means-tested and provide a standardized amount of benefits that are much lower than UB I. (Some estimates put it at 40 percent lower.)\textsuperscript{28}

UB II recipients are subject to a 30 percent reduction in benefits if they do not take “acceptable work,” including community service or job training, that is offered them. After what seems to have been slow implementation immediately after the passage of the Hartz reforms,\textsuperscript{29} it appears that the programs are operating as intended, although there are continuing concerns of the localities focusing on providing services to those recipients who are easier to assist to the detriment of the more difficult to assist recipients.\textsuperscript{30}

The Netherlands. In the early- and mid-2000s, the Netherlands reduced the maximum duration of UI benefit receipt (from sixty months to thirty-eight months), increased the number of months of work needed to be eligible to receive benefits (from twenty-six weeks to thirty-six weeks), and required all unemployment insurance recipients to participate in job search (and take “suitable” employment when offered) or else receive a reduction in benefits (25 percent reduction for four months after the first incident of noncompliance, going to 50

\textsuperscript{26}Cyril Nouveau to Douglas Call, personal communication, February 20, 2013.


\textsuperscript{29}Werner Eichhorst, The Gradual Transformation of Continental European Labor Markets: France and Germany Compared (Bonn: IZA, March 2007).

percent for every incident of noncompliance thereafter). Finally, UI recipients who reach the time limit are to be moved to social assistance.

For its social assistance program, in 2004, the Netherlands imposed activation requirements on social assistance recipients (low-income adults who do not qualify for Unemployment Insurance). Recipients are required to register as “job seekers,” take any “acceptable” employment that is offered, and participate in any activation program required by the municipality. Recipients who do not comply are subject to a benefit sanction. Municipalities are not required by the national government to mandate activation services, but more than 80 percent do so, presumably because they get to keep any savings from reduced caseloads and have to pay for any increases. Many municipalities use a “work first” approach, requiring individuals to either work for the municipality or placing them with a for-profit company while providing job search and job readiness services.12

**United Kingdom.** Starting in 1997, the UK progressively added additional activation requirements (such as mandatory job search, work experience, and subsidized employment) to the receipt of unemployment benefits and coupled them with sanctions for noncompliance.

In 2010, the UK implemented the Work Programme, which imposed activation requirements for those receiving Employment and Support Allowance (for the disabled) or Job Seekers Allowance (for the unemployed). Participation was made mandatory for the long-term unemployed (recipients ages eighteen to twenty-four who have received benefits for nine months and recipients ages twenty-five and above who have received benefits for twelve months) and disability recipients who are deemed eligible for work.33

In addition, a separate program, “Mandatory Work Activity,” was established to provide a four-week work experience program for the recipients of unemployment benefits (under the “Job Seeker’s Allowance”) who are not yet required to participate in the Work Programme but who are deemed to not be committed to looking for employment.34

Failure to participate in the Work Programme or Mandatory Work Activity can lead to a reduction or termination of benefits.35 Sanctioning occurs under any of the following conditions: refusing to sign Jobseeker’s

---


Agreement,\textsuperscript{36} leaving job voluntarily (but not in the case of voluntary redundancy), losing job due to misconduct, failure to apply for or accept a job that is offered, failure to show availability for and actively seeking work, failure to attend a compulsory training or employment scheme, failure to carry out a direction from a Jobcentre Plus adviser. JSA recipients who have activated one of these conditions may avoid sanctions provided they give good reason.\textsuperscript{37} The length and amount of the sanction varies depending upon the nature of the offense, and the claimant’s prior history of sanctions.

Work experience in the Mandatory Work Activity may be performed for the government or a non-profit and must make “a contribution to the community.”\textsuperscript{38} Examples of work experience include working at a charity shop, performing maintenance work for public housing, renovating and recycling old furniture, and providing office assistance at a government job training facility.\textsuperscript{39}

\textbf{Outsourcing activation and employment services}

To increase programmatic flexibility and accountability by escaping the strictures of government agencies, some OECD countries have outsourced (contracted out) various activation services.

\textit{Australia}. Between 1998 and 2009, Australia replaced its government-run Public Employment Service for the low-income and unemployed (Commonwealth Employment Service) with a system of contracted-out activation service providers called Job Services Australia. Service providers are rated using a star system to assess how well they do at meeting outcome objectives, and payments are made to service providers based on the employment outcomes of recipients (with providers receiving higher payments for more difficult-to-serve recipients).

In 2009, Australia modified its profiling system for recipients of Newstart Allowance by creating “streams” of activation services based on recipients’ level of disadvantage; less disadvantaged recipients receive less-intensive services and the more disadvantaged receive more-intensive services. Recipients who do not find employment after being in a stream for a defined period of time are moved to a more-intensive stream.

Because Australia does not have a separate social assistance system, both the unemployed and the low-income receive benefits from the Newstart Allowance program. Prior to 2009, Newstart Allowance recipients themselves selected the service providers of job search assistance and, if necessary, more intensive training. Service providers received payments based on the employment outcomes of the recipients. This created incentives for providers to make greater efforts to help those easiest to serve (“creaming”) and make less efforts

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{36} An agreement essentially outlining what actions the job seeker will do in his or her employment search. Number of calls per week, etc.
\end{itemize}
with those more difficult to serve (“parking”).

Since 2009, all recipients of Newstart Allowance have been assigned to one of four activation “streams” in the new Job Services Australia (JSA) program. The streams are based on the level of disadvantage, with the less disadvantaged recipients being assigned to stream 1 and the most disadvantaged to stream 4. The services provided to recipients increase in intensity by stream: recipients in stream 1 are required to complete an employment plan and then perform an independent job search; recipients in higher numbered streams are required to participate in increasingly more intense job training and more frequent meetings with job counselors. All recipients (excepting parents with dependent children under six) are required to meet an “activity test” indicating that they are searching for employment and willing to take “suitable” employment or participate in an activation program.

Recipients who refuse to participate in employment or an activity lose their benefits until they comply. Recipients who have not found employment after twelve months in a stream “can be allocated to a higher stream or, more frequently, enter the work experience phase where they continue until they cease claiming benefit.” As described below, service providers receive higher payments for designated employment outcomes for hard-to-serve recipients.

The Netherlands. The Netherlands devolved the responsibility for providing activation services for social assistance recipients to municipalities. The national government remained responsible for providing activation services to the unemployed and the disabled, but does so through contracts to for-profit providers.

As part of the new scheme, municipalities were instructed to contract out up to 70 percent of activation

16

---


42 “Suitable” employment “must take into account other circumstances, including (but not limited to) whether the:
- location of either the workplace or the child care venue makes the total travel time to work unreasonable;
- cost of travel to and from work is unreasonable;
- parent will be financially better off as a result of undertaking the work; and/or
- work is unsuitable on the basis of moral, cultural, or religious grounds.


services for social assistance recipients to for-profit providers. The reason was because of the perceived “expense, inflexibility and poorer results” of services provided through the national government. (The national department that had been responsible for providing activation services to the unemployed and disabled was privatized and allowed to compete against the for-profit providers for contracts. It did not successfully compete and so went out of business.)

**United Kingdom.** The UK created a national bidding system ("Invitation to Tender") for private vendors (nonprofit and for-profit) to provide Work Programme services in eleven regions of the country. Forty contracts were awarded in April 2011, with two or three vendors in each region, based on their size, financial strength, and ability to deliver services (including working with smaller local subcontractors).

These contracts are a form of “pay-for-success” funding, that is, vendors receive payments only if they successfully place their clients into jobs and the clients stay employed. In the first three years of the contract, the government makes small upfront payments for new clients (in addition to payments for successful placements and longer-term employment). The upfront payments will be discontinued after the third year. After that, payments to vendors will be made only when clients have been employed for between three months (for more difficult-to-serve clients) and six months (for less-difficult-to-serve clients) and receive payments for the additional months that clients stay employed (up to two years, depending on the type of client). For example, vendors will receive the highest compensation for clients who had been receiving disability benefits for longer than a year and who remain employed for more than two years after receiving services. Because of unforeseen challenges in implementation, various contract arrangements were modified between 2011 and 2014. For example, because so many providers were having difficulty in meeting the minimum performance standards required to maintain the contracts, the Department of Work and Pensions eliminated the minimum performance standards and is instead reviewing the performance of providers in the bottom 25 percent.

---

**Coordinating welfare, employment, and disability systems**

To avoid the duplication of service provision some countries have combined the operations and activation rules of their unemployment and social assistance and/or disability

---


programs.

_{Australia_.} In 1996, Australia consolidated the administration and provision of unemployment benefits, social assistance to lone (single) mothers, disability payments, pensions, and other social benefits into one agency called Centrelink. In one-stop offices around the country, Centrelink staff determine eligibility for benefits and link recipients to activation programs.\(^{51}\)

_{Denmark_.} In 2007, Denmark combined the services for unemployment insurance, social assistance, and disability recipients into one-stop job centers in each municipality. The job centers are run jointly by the municipalities and the national Public Employment Service and provide labor activation services.\(^{52}\) These job centers are “responsible for all people seeking to stay in or return to employment, irrespective of the type of benefit they receive, their insurance and employment status, and their distance to the labour market.”\(^{53}\) Those recipients who go to the job center are put into one of three groups: the first group are those who are job ready, the second group are those who are not currently job ready but may move into employment in the future, and the third group are those who are determined to be unlikely to return to work. Recipient placement in these groups is reassessed every three months.\(^{54}\)

_{France_.} In 2009, France combined its services for unemployment insurance and social assistance recipients by merging the preexisting separate agencies into a new agency, called the _Pole Emploi_ (or Public Employment Service).\(^{55}\)

_{Germany_.} As mentioned above, Germany’s “Hartz reforms” formally linked its UI and social assistance programs so that, after one year on UI, recipients are transferred to social assistance. Previously, there was no time limit for receiving benefits, but after thirty-two months of benefit receipt, benefits were reduced from 67 percent of prior wages to 57 percent. Under both programs, they face heightened activation requirements, including job search, job counseling, job training, and work experience (“one euro jobs”).

As part of the Hartz reforms, Germany created one-stop centers that were jointly operated by the national government and local governments. This was an effort to reduce the fragmentation of services as unemployment benefits had been provided through the national government and social assistance provided through the local governments.\(^{56,57}\)

---


\(^{52}\) OECD, _Sickness, Disability, and Work: Breaking the Barriers, Denmark, Finland, Ireland, and the Netherlands_ (Paris: OECD, 2008).


Norway. In 2006, Norway consolidated its unemployment insurance, disability, social assistance, and old-age pension programs into the Norwegian Labor and Welfare Administration (NAV). Because a significant share of those receiving benefits had received them from multiple programs, condensing to one agency was meant to streamline applications and make service provision easier. Although the funding streams remain separate, all are administered within the same agency. The national government and local municipalities created joint NAV offices to streamline administration and provision of services, and to create an easy interface for recipients needing more than one kind of benefit.

United Kingdom. As part of the 2010 package of changes to its unemployment, disability, and social assistance programs, the UK created the “Universal Credit.” As an integrated working-age credit, it provides a basic allowance with additional elements for children, disability, housing, and caring to support people both in and out of work. As such, it replaced the working tax credit, the child tax credit, the housing benefit, income support, income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance, income-related Employment and Support Allowance. The purpose is to create a single phase-out rate for benefits, reduce the high marginal tax rate for workers, and radically reduce the duplication and complexity of previously existing benefit programs. The government estimates that combining these programs resulted in a maximum marginal tax rate of 65 percent, compared to the previous rates of between 75 and 96 percent.

Incentivized systems of financing and reimbursement.

To encourage employers to internalize the costs of unemployment and disability payments (and thus take actions to prevent both) and to encourage government agencies to target benefit payments to the truly needful (and thus reduce the number of recipients), some countries have deliberately embedded financial incentives in the way they tax employers to pay for benefits and in the way they reimburse local programs for benefits distributed.

Finland. In 2006, Finland created incentives for employers to reduce the number of disability recipients by making them responsible for a substantial portion of disability benefits. To encourage employers to reduce the likelihood that their workers will become disabled and to provide continued employment for sick or disabled employees, in 2006, Finland mandated that large employers pay as much as 80 percent of the total disability bill through experience-rated insurance premiums. (Experience rating is the process by which premiums vary according to the employer’s history of claims, in this case disability.) Large companies are divided into eleven contribution categories each with a different contribution level based on their history of disability cases. Since 2007, company size is determined by payroll amount. Prior to that, company size was determined by the number of employees. About 51 percent of employees are working for “large” employers, measured by payroll over 1,788 million euros (in 2009).

Eligibility for disability begins with sick pay resulting from a doctor or hospital evaluation. For the first...
nine days, the applicant is fully compensated by the employer. At this point, the applicant may claim sick pay from KELA, Finland’s social insurance institution. Depending on the circumstances, the claimant may receive sick pay for up to three hundred working days. Upon a more extensive medical examination, the claimant may receive one of two disability benefits: an ordinary disability pension or an individual early retirement pension. If there is a work capacity loss of 40 percent to 59 percent, a partial benefit may be rewarded for an ordinary disability pension.

The Netherlands. In 2004, the Netherlands devolved the provision of social assistance and activation programs (job counseling, job training, and subsidized employment) to municipalities. The national government determines the amount of funding municipalities receive for social assistance through an econometric model that takes into account the past number of recipients and, in larger municipalities, other demographic and regional labor market factors to estimate how many social assistance claimants the municipality should have. If the number of recipients exceeds the estimated number, the municipality has to pay the difference out of municipal funds. If the number is lower, the municipality keeps the excess (much like the US TANF block grant). There are, however, some reports that when municipalities exhaust funds from this funding stream, municipalities will shift social assistance recipients to another funding stream.
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